
Glasurit has been the exclusive global technical advisor of the 
international classic car association FIVA (Fédération Interna-
tionale des Véhicules Anciens) on all paint-related matters since 
2016. FIVA has over two million members worldwide. As such, 
Glasurit is better connected in the global classic car scene than 
any other paint brand. Classic car owners, clubs, insurance  
companies and vehicle appraisers in numerous countries around 
the world benefit from Glasurit's Classic Car Colors service. 

The global leader

For value retention worldwide!

Glasurit stands for the love of 
historic vehicles – worldwide!

Global partner



Glasurit Autoreparaturlacke,  
Service Center Deutschland, Glasuritstraße 1, 48165 Münster 
Hotline +49 2501-14 3000, Fax +49 2501-14 3358, 
glasurit.service@basf.com

classiccarcolors.com



Extensive expertise. 
Top service.  
For your classic car.

Global partner



130 years of practical experience make Glasurit the international 
partner of choice when it comes to refinishing classic vehicles.

The solution you're looking for is: Glasurit Classic Car Colors!

Our service provides you with professional support with everything 
from finding the right paint color to a network of specialist 
bodyshops, and thus the answers to two of the most frequent 
questions concerning classic car refinishing:

• How can I find the original color? 
The Glasurit color database allows you to determine every original 
paint color - including for historic vehicles.

•  How can I find a competent bodyshop? 
Glasurit's classic network currently includes over 150 workshops 
throughout Europe that have the experience and specialist 
knowledge required for repairing and restoring historic vehicles. 

You can find the brief answer to both questions at: 
classiccarcolors.com

Has your paintwork seen better days?

We have the solution!



The most comprehensive  
color archive there is

Sought – found!

Glasurit has been collating automotive paint colors and mixing 
formulas since the infancy of the automobile. The result is the 
largest database of paint colors for classic and vintage vehicles  
in the world – and it grows by the day.

• over 250,000 original colors

• over 650,000 mixing formulas

• comprehensive library of numerous color programmes 

With just a few clicks, you can find the best color match for 
your classic vehicle at www.classiccarcolors.com!

Has your paintwork seen better days?



Does your classic vehicle need repairing? 
You can find all Glasurit qualified classic partner workshops here:

www.classiccarcolors.com

The most comprehensive  
color archive there is

Quick bodyshop search

Your local partner

You can expect this from a specialist company:

• Great expertise when it comes to refinishing classic cars

• Reliable high-quality refinishing processes using  
state-of-the-art paint technology

• Visual matching of color, gloss, flow and aging effects

• Historic colors from the Glasurit color database


